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Orderables with IMG numbers located at bottom.

Protocol with IMG Number

Adult

15000  Aortic Mitral Valves (Combo IV)
15015  ARVD without and with Gadolinium IV
12938  ASD PFO without and with Gadolinium IV
12992  Cardiac Function without IV Contrast
15016  Cardiac Mass without and with Gadolinium IV
15014  Cardiomyopathy Function Perfusion Viability without and with Gad IV
12996  Pericarditis without and with Gadolinium IV

Adult Congenital

12993  Coarctation without and with Gadolinium IV
12994  Fontan without and with Gadolinium IV
15014  Cardiomyopathy Function Perfusion Viability without and with Gad IV
12995  Marfan without and with Gadolinium IV
12997  Tetralogy of Fallot without and with Gadolinium IV
12998  Transposition s/p Jatene without and with Gadolinium IV
12999  Transposition s/p Mustard or Senning without and with Gadolinium IV
15265  Thalassemia Heart without IV Contrast

Pediatric

12993  Coarctation without and with Gadolinium IV
12994  Fontan without and with Gadolinium IV
15212  Cardiomyopathy Function Perfusion Viability without and with Gad IV
12995  Marfan without and with Gadolinium IV
12997  Tetralogy of Fallot without and with Gadolinium IV
12998  Transposition s/p Jatene without and with Gadolinium IV
12999  Transposition s/p Mustard or Senning without and with Gadolinium IV
15265  Thalassemia Heart without IV Contrast

Adult and Pediatric

15261  Cardiac Morph without IV Contrast
15262  Cardiac Morph with Stress without and with Gadolinium IV
15263  Cardiac Morph with Stress and Velocity Flow
15264  Cardiac Velocity Flow Map
Charging Purposes Only
15317  Cardiac without IV Contrast

Cardiac Section MR Orderables with IMG Numbers
MR Adult Cardiac  15239
MR Pediatric Cardiac  15240